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ON DIVISION PROBLEMS FOR PARTIAL DIFFERENTIAL 
EQUATIONS WITH CONSTANT COEFFICIENTS 
T. SHIROTA 
Osaka 
1. Introduction. Let Q be a domain of the n-space Rn = {(x1? x2, ..., x..)} and 
F1? F2 relatively open, bounded portions of the boundary of Q and such that rt z> F2. 
Let P be a differential polynomial of order m with variables c/dxi (/ = 1, 2, ..., n). 
In this note we consider the relation between the following two problems, with 
respect to Q, F, (/ = 1, 2) and P: 
(i) Let Qx be a neighbourhood
1) of Tx relative to Q. The problem is then 
whether there exists a neighbourhood Q2 of F2 relative to Q with the following 
property of regularity: 
(R) For the Cauchy problem, 
PU = f on Q, DaU = ga , for |a| ^ m - 1 on Qt n .Q 
the condition U e Cco(Q2) follows from the conditions / e C
0 0 ^ ) and ga e 
e C™(Qt n Q). 
(ii) What kind of division theorems for the differential operator P ' with respect to 
distributions defined over Q are valid. 
The problem (i) for a strictly convex surface r1 and any P is treated by F. JOHN, 
B. MALGRANGE [2], and for convex domains by M. ZERNER [3] (also [2]). In particular 
John and Zerner showed that the problem for a non strictly convex surface includes 
some complicated results. 
On the other hand, the problem (ii) has been considered by several authors since 
L. SCHWARTZ had proposed such problems in his distribution theory. 
Though it seems very interesting to obtain an algebraic characterization of the 
relations among .Q, Pt (/ = 1, 2), and P which satisfy the property (R), our purpose in 
the present note is to establish the equivalence of the affirmative answers of the 
problems (i) and (ii) with some additional conditions. 
2. To interpret the problem (ii), we introduce a topology in the set CQ(Q) of all 
C00-functions with compact supports in Q. 
x) In this note by a neighbourhood of Fx is meant the set {JCJ x e S(y, sy), y e I\}, where 
SO", sy) = {* | \x — y\ < ey}. Furthermore for any s > 0 the set S(oo, e) = {x \ \x\ > s"
1} is 
considered as a neighbourhood of the infinite point. 
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We consider the following sets of subsets N of Co°(.Q) as a base of neighbourhoods 
of zero: 
Let {Qt} be a sequence of neighbourhoods of Tx relative to Q such that 
Q = Q0 D Qn 3 Qn + i (n = 1, 2, ...) 
and such that 
00 
fl &, = P, . 
Let {e^(x)} be a sequence of positive continuous functions in Q and {a,} an 
increasing sequence of positive integers. 
Now let N = N({Qt}9 {8t(x)}9 {aj) be the set 
{ / | / e C ? ( Q ) , E | D 8 / W | = *.(*) for x e ^ - £ I + 1, (I = 0, 1, 2, ...)} . 
Denote the topological vector space thus obtained by D(Q, 7%) and its dual topological 
vector space by D'(Q, Tx). Then we see that D'(Q5 Ft) is a Montel space which con-
sits of all distributions Te D'(Q) such that the local order of T, i. e., the order cp T(cp e 
€ CQ(Q)) increases without any restriction as the support of cp approaches Tl9 but 
does not do so when the support of cp approaches Q — Fi- Therefore D'(Q, F) = 
= D'(Q\ if F = Q, and if F = 0 then D'(Q, F) = D'F(Q\ the space of all distri-
butions of finite order. 
Now one of our problem can be stated as follows: What kind of relations among 
Q, F1? F2 and P imply that 
P' D'(Qy FO 3 D'(Q, F2) . 
I considered such problems in order to understand the feature of the problem with 
respect to the regularity of solution of the Cauchy problem or with respect to the pro-
longation of regularity of solutions of differential equation. 
3. We shall prove that the answer of our division problem is in the affirmative 
whenever the whole boundary of Q is non-characteristic and the condition (R) is 
satisfied for Q, F,- (i = 1, 2) and P. 
To show this, let us assume these conditions. Then we have the following lemma: 
Lemma. For any neighbourhood Qx ofTl5 there exists a neighbourhood Q2 of 
r2 such that if F e S"(Q2), a solution S : P'S = F has the following property: 
for some m 
S e D'(Q) n (Cm')' (Q - Qt) . 
Proof. Let B be the Frechet space 
{/|/eCw(0), PfeC^Q,), DJeC^QnQ,) for |a| = m - 1} . 
Then by our hypothesis we see that for some neighbourhood Q2 of T2 we have 
/ e C w ( D 2 ) , i f / e £ . 
Since the mapping from B into Cco(Q2),f -> / | Q2, is closed, it is also continuous 
by the closed graph theorem in Frechet spaces. 
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Hence for any compact set K of Q2 and any integer k there exist integers p and q 
such that for some Cx and for anyfe B 
HflUn) + \PfWcpVo + I | f ly |Un,n« 2) ^ C j / | | c f c ( K ) . 
In particular, by Malgrange's theorem, iffe C0(Q) then for any e and for some m 
and C2 > 0, 
|P/cXP(6|x|)| |L2W„ (n ) + \\Pf\\cr{Sl) = C2 | |f | |c k ( K ) . 
Therefore for any F ei' (K) there exists a solution S such that 
P'S = F on Q , S e D'(fi) n (Co1')' (fl - Qx) . 
Here we remark that the number m' is independent of Qv 
Using this lemma and Malgrange's consideration (the method of Mittag-Leffler) 
we show that for any F : F cz F2, P'D'(Q, rt) => D'(Q, F). 
A Te D'(Q, r) may then be decomposed into 
T= T0 + Tt + T2 + ... + Tn + . . . , 
where T0 e D'F(Q), Tt e £'(Q" - Q
n
i+1). Here Q" is a neighbourhood of F2 such that 
n Q'[ = F2. 
On the other hand, there exists a sequence of bounded domains Q\ such that 
u JQ- = Q, ;Q- <-= fi;+1 and such that for any distributions S with 
P'S = 0 on Q\+1, Se(C
m')'(Q'i+1) 
and for any s > 0, there is a distribution S' with the following properties: 
P'S' = 0 on o;+2, s 'e(c*7(o;+ 2) , 
IS - S'| (CwT(IV) .=
 e 
for some m" ^ m'. 
Furthermore, we may assume that Q.nQ,i+1 = 0, for some sequence of neigh-
bourhoods Q( of Tl9 and that i2f and Q" possess the property described in (R). 
Then we can find Sf (i = 0, 1, 2, ...) such that 
P'S0 = T0 , S0 e D^Q) , 
P'Si = Tf (i = 1, 2, ...) , St e D'(Q) n (C
m')f (Q - Qt) . 
Furthermore, since P'Si = 0 on Q\+l9 there exists an S\ such that 
p's; = o on Q'i+2, | | s ,--s . | (c"7(B.)£i / '
2 , s; e(cm7(o;.+ 1). 
Taking <p£ e C"(f2) such that <?.(,«) = 1 for jt e £2'; and = 0 for n e lQ'i+2, we define 
00 
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Then S e D'(Q, J^). For in the domain Q - D, and for j = i, we have S'j e (C
m")' . 
. (Q't), and therefore 
oo i— 1 oo 
• I (Sj - cpj s'j) = x (s,. - <p,s;.) + X ( s ; - <p7.s;.) e (C)' (Q - s,) + 
+ (Cm")' ((2 - Dj) for some / > 0 . 
Furthermore P'S = XP'(<PiS'i) e (co")' (9)> s o t h a t w e c a n find a distribution $ e 
G D^(f2) such that P'f = Y,p((PiSd' T h u s S = S - S is the desired distribution. 
i 
4. We shall prove the converse assertion of the result established in 3. For the 
sake of simplicity of description we assume that there exists a non-tangential vector 
£ such that x + e(x)£ c. Q for any small e(x) and furthemore that Q n Qt is in a hy-
perplane which is non characteristic and that Q is convex. 
Suppose, contradicting the condition (R), that there exists a neighbourhood Q[ 
of Fx (Qt cz Q[) such that for any neighbourhood Q2 of F2, there is a function/with 
the following properties: 
feCm(Q), 
Dafs CCC(Q1 n fl) for |a| = m - 1 and P/e C°°(Di) , but /<£ C°°(D2) . 
Let {.Q2)1} be a sequence of neighbourhoods of F2 such that 
Q2ti <= {x | dist (x, F2) < 1/0 ; 
denote the/corresponding to (22 1 by / j . Since Q n fli is a C°°-surface, there exists 
a i/t 6 C°° (17 (f2 n fii)) such that {x | i/t(x) = 0} contains £> n Q\, and grad ^ 4= 0, where 
U(Q n fli) is a neighbourhood of Q n fli in Rn. 
Furthermore, since Q n Q[ is non-characteristic, for the solution Pf = ge C°°(D), 
Daf = hae C00(kQi n Q) we have that the values 
(-ьШ'" Й"Q; 
are determined by g, /ia; denote these byf(p\ Finally assuming Q is in {x \ \f/(x) > 0}, 
put 
Q- = {x I 0 ^ i/t(x) = - 5} . 
Then we can extend the function / to an / such that 
/ e C " ( B - ) , P / e C ^ u f i - ) , 
since we can apply the well known theorem concerning Frechet space ([4]) to the 
mapping from 
C°°(D-) into n C°°(.Q n Qx) : / -> {f
(p)} (weak topology) . 
Setting ft(x) = ft(x - i~




/ i#C°°(fl2 t l). 
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Furthermore by using a convolution operator with sufficiently small support, we may 
assume that 
/ i e C i ( f i - S 2 t i ) , but fi£H
i+n(Q2,i-Q2j + i). 
Now we can show that there exist distributions Ft of order = st = i + n such that 
supp FiCzQ2i-Q2i+1, Ftfi^cp^co as e -> 0 , 
where <pE is a C
00-function such that <pe(x) = s"
n <p(s~lx), cp(x) ̂  0, s u p p l e 
cz {x | (x) = |} and j> dx = 1. For, if for any F e (H
i+n)' (Q2fi ~ &2,i+i), \Hft * 
* <De) | < fc for some constant fc which depends on F, but is independent of e, then 
ft * cD£ converges weakly to some element of H
i+n(Q2>i ~ Q2,i+i)- B
u t / j * (Pe
 c o n " 
verges to/,, in CJ,(G), therefore/, itself belongs to Hnn(Q2,i - ®2,i + i)>
 w h i c h implies 
a contradiction. 
Let zt = si9 z2 = sZl, ..., z£ = 5Z._1, and let F = Fi + FZl + ... + Fz. + 
+ ... Then obviously F e D'(Q, F2). Assume that there exists a distribution S e 
e D'(Q, Tt) such that P'S = F. Then S(P<D) = F(<p) for any <p e D(Q). Therefore 
there exists a neighbourhood N of O in D'(fi, Ft) such that if P<p e N, then |F(<D)| = 1. 
But since Pft e Co~
m(f2) n C°°(i2i), whenever * > k and e < e,., for some fc, <5,- and e 
F(OV; * <?£) = ^(F/0 * (l>£ c= N , 
and hence \F(8jfi * <De)| < 1 for i > k and for s < £,-. Furthermore, since the order 
of FZi = zj (i < j) and fZJ e C
z
0
l(Q - 02jZ,) for zt > fc, therefore 
!(FX +FZ 1 + ... + Fzl_l)(8ttfZt*<pB)\ ^K as e - > 0 for some K 
and 
|FZI(5ZI/ZI * <pe)| ->oo as e ->0 
therefore for some g < a,-
I^Jz, * Ol = (2 + K) - K = 2 
which is a contradiction. Thus vve obtain that P'D'(Q, I\) 4> D'(£>, F). 
5. In the previous sections a connection between the existence of solution of 
differential operators and the regularity of solution of Cauchy problems was consi-
dered. In this section a relation between the former and the regularity of solution of 
Cauchy problems in a more general sense is noted. 
From now on we assume that F is a closed (F = T) and connected component of the 
boundary of Q. Then we have the following p r o p o s i t i o n : P'D'(Q, F) = D'(Q, F) if 
and only if 
1. Q is P-convex, i. e., for any compact subset K of Q there exists a compact 
subset K' such that if supp PT cz K and Te £"(Q), then supp T cz K'. 
2. For any neighbourhood QY of F, there exists another neighbourhood Q2 of F 
such that if <p e S'(Q) satisfies Pep e C00(f21), then <p e C°°(Q2). 
Here we assume that if F contains the point at infinity then our neighbourhood of 
F contains {x | x e Q, \x\ > L} for some positive L. 
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The proof of this proposition is analogous to that of the previous. The differ-
ence is in the part corresponding to 3. 
Let QY and Q2 be chosen such that they satisfy condition 2 and let Q0 and Q3 be 
other neighbourhoods of F such that Q3 cz £>2, Ql cz Q0. 
Here obviously we may suppose that Q2 a Qi. By our assumption even if F 
contains the point at infinity, Q0 — Q3 is bounded. 
Now consider the mapping from the space Bt to C
co(Q2 — Q3), where Bt = 
- {f|fe C00 (a fixed small neighbourhood U(Q3 - F) of Q3 - F) and Pfe 
e C\Q - Q3)}. 
This mapping is defined and continuous. 
For, let cp be a function in C0(Q0) such that 
cp(x) = 1 on Q0 - Q3 u U(Q3 - F) u U(Q0 - F) , 
cp(x) = 0 on Q3 u L71(i03 - F) u C/^Go - F) , 
where UX(Q3 — F) is a neighbourhood of Q3 — F smaller than U(Q3 — F). 
Then for any fe Bt 
<pfeS'(Q) and Pcpf e Cco(Q1) ; 
therefore <Dfe CQO(i(22) by our assumption, and in particular 
fe C™(Q2 - Q~3 u Ut(Q3 - f)) . 
Since Bt and C
0O(O2 - Q3) are Frechet spaces, by the method used in 3, for any 
Te <o'(Q2 — O3), we obtain a distribution S' such that 
P'Sr = T in Q0 - 0 3 ,. S' e (H
m')' (.Q0 - Qx) n D^OQ ~ ^3) • 
Then setting S = cpS\ P'S = T + Tt + T2, where Tx e D'F(U(Q0 - F)) and T2 G 
G D'(U(Q3 — F)). Using this S, we can complete our proof as in 3. 
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